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Abstract. In recent years, cloud computing has become a prevalent platform to
run artificial intelligence (AI) and deep learning applications. With cloud
services, AI models can be deployed easily for the convenience of users.
However, although cloud service providers such as Amazon Web Services
(AWS) have provided various services to support AI applications, the design of
AI models is still the key in many specific applications such as forecasting or
prediction. For example, how to forecast the future appearance of ornamental
plants or pets? To deal with this problem, in this paper we develop a
convolutional recurrent neural network (CRNN) model to forecast the future
appearance according to their past appearance images. Specifically, we study
the problem of using the pine tree’s past appearance images to forecast its
future appearance images. We use a plant simulation software to generate pine
tree’s growing images to train the model. As a result, our model can generate
the future appearance image of the pine tree, and the generated images are very
similar to the true images. This means our model can work well to forecast the
future appearance based on the image series.
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1 Introduction

In today's computer science field, cloud computing and artificial intelligence are the
two most potential research directions. Cloud computing is an important innovation in
the information area. The core idea of cloud computing is to coordinate many
computer resources together so as to allow users to obtain unlimited resources
through the network without the limitation of time and space. Cloud computing is a
kind of services related to information technology, software, and the Internet. Cloud
computing brings together many computing resources and implements automatic
management through software. Computing platforms such as Amazon web service
(AWS) can provide this type of on-demand cloud computing services to individuals
or companies, and users can build their project conveniently.

To build a project for a specific task, artificial intelligence is a popular choice,
because artificial intelligence always leads to low human resource cost and high
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working speed. There are many subclasses in artificial intelligence. Among them,
deep learning has become increasingly popular due to its wide applications in many
areas such as computer vision, speech recognition, natural language processing, text
processing, etc. Although the specific name of “ deep learning ” was coined just
several years ago, deep learning has achieved profound progress and played important
roles in the living and working of human beings. The quick and dramatic success of
deep learning has motivated many more people to conduct further research in deep
learning. Due to the importance of cloud computing and deep learning, it is not
difficult to see that a combination of them has great potential.
A lot of artificial intelligence or deep learning models have been developed. Many

of them have been applied successfully in practice to meet user’s requirement, and the
applications usually rely on cloud computing because of the high computing resource
and data resource requirement.
However, for many specific applications, existing artificial intelligence models are

still unable to meet people’s requirements. For instance, with the continuous
improvement of social productivity, people's living standards are also constantly
improving, and people naturally begin to pursue more spiritual enjoyment. Raising
ornamental plants and keeping pets have become very popular entertainment.
However, when people buy ornamental plants or pets, they can't know if flowers or
pets grow into their favorite appearance in the future. At this time, a scientific and
accurate prediction method is needed to help buyers choose their flowers and pets.
As to future appearance forecasting, there are existing image-based aging models

for human face aging forecasting. Although face aging has very interesting market
applications, the models rely on special face patterns and can hardly extended directly
to other forecasting applications. Existing face aging methods can be roughly
categorized into prototype-based approaches and physical model-based approaches.
Prototype-based approaches transfer feature of age according to the difference of face
images in different age groups [1] [2]. Physical model-based approaches focus on the
block physical details of the human face [3] [4]. But neither of them can be well
promoted to the field of image aging outside the face aging because both of them
focus on the unique structure of human face to improve their forecasting accuracy.
For other applications that are different from human face forecasting, such as
forecasting the future appearance of plants or animals, new deep learning models need
to be developed.
For this purpose, this paper develops a new convolutional recurrent neural

networks (CRNN) model [5] [6], which can effectively forecast the plants' or pets'
future appearance according to the image series of their past appearance. The CRNN
neural network model developed in this paper is a multi-level neural network model
consisting of a convolutional neural network (CNN) portion and a recurrent neural
network (RNN) portion. The CNN portion is used to extract features in each image,
while the RNN portion is used to process the time correlation among images and
generate simulated forecasting images. The desired training data of this CRNN model
is time-series images, which means a sequence of images of one individual under
different ages. For example, a sequence of images of a tree of one-year old, two-year
old, three-year old, and so on. The output of the model is also a sequence of images of
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the same individual with older age labels. For example, a sequence of images of the
same tree of four-year old, five-year old, six-year old and so on. Our experiments
show that our model can successfully generate future images that are pretty similar to
the label images.
There are two contributions in this paper. The first and the most important

contribution is that we find a good model to forecast the future appearance of one
object according to its past appearance. Plants and animals always look similar when
they are young. But when they grow up, they will have significant differences. At this
time, if we can accurately forecast their future appearance through our neural network
model, the buyers will be able to choose satisfied plants or pets. This model can be
applied in shops to help customers purchase plants and pets. The application is not
limited to such an example, though. For example, it can be helpful to plant breeding.
Existing plant breeding techniques, whether genetic techniques, chromosome
techniques or molecular techniques, all need to select desired characteristics by long-
time observation of the plants. If we can forecast plants’ appearance features by our
model, we can save a lot of time and costs.
The second contribution of this paper is that we demonstrate the CRNN structure

can work very well in image series generation and forecasting. There are two main
popular image generation methods: conditional generative adversarial networks
(CGAN) [13] and conditional adversarial autoencoder (CAAE) [11]. This paper gives
a new alternative method. In addition, we also show that the CRNN can learn time
dependency among images well. The majority of existing researches use CRNN
structure to learn the spatial dependency of an image, while we use the CRNN
differently.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a brief review of

related work will be given, including several existing forecasting methods and some
application cases of CRNN. Then our CRNN structure will be described in Section
III. In Section IV, results of our experiments and evaluation will be given. Finally, a
conclusion of our work and a discussion about some possible future research
directions will be given.

2 Related Work

2.1 Image Forecasting Networks Model

Some effective imaging forecasting and face aging generative networks model
include Variational Autoencoder (VAE), Adversarial Autoencoder (AAE),
Conditional Adversarial Autoencoder (CAAE) and Conditional Generative
Adversarial Networks (CGAN), which will be reviewed below.
Variational Autoencoder is a useful approach to unsupervised learning of

complicated distributions, VAE is appealing because they are built on top of standard
function approximates (neural networks), and can be trained with stochastic gradient
descent [7]. There have been a lot of improvements based on the original VAE
defined in 2013 by Kingma and Rezende. For instance, in 2016, Y. Pu et al.
developed a new Variational Autoencoder setup to analyze images, this VAE uses
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Deep Generative Deconvolutional Networks (DGDN) as the decoder and uses a
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) based encoder for the distribution of DGDN
parameters [8]. The main advantage of VAE is that we can compare the pixel values
of generated images and input images more easily because VAE uses encoding-
decoding. The main disadvantage of VAE is that the generated images are always
blurry, which means VAE may not be suitable in some situations with high precision
requirements.
Adversarial Autoencoder is a probabilistic autoencoder that uses the recently

proposed GAN to perform variational inference by matching the aggregated posterior
of the hidden code vector of the autoencoder with an arbitrary prior distribution [9].
AAE combines the strengths of VAE and GAN. AAE discarded KL-divergence loss
and choose to use adversarial networks. But AAE can still extract and learn the
feature of images by the encoder part, which replaces the random noise-based
generative networks of GAN and leads to more precise generative networks. These
characteristics make AAE works well in generative networks and semi-classification
problem.
In the structure of CAAE, a convolutional neural network is adopted as the

encoder. The convolution is employed instead of pooling and allows the network to
learn its spatial downsampling [10]. Two discriminator networks are imposed and this
makes CAAE can generate more photo-realistic images. Compared to AAE, the main
difference is that the CAAE uses discriminator in both the encoder and the generator.
This structure guarantees a smooth transition in the latent space, and the discriminator
on generator assists to generate photo-realistic images [11].
Conditional Generative Adversarial Networks (CGAN) is developed from the

traditional Generative Adversarial Network (GAN). CGAN adds a condition in both
the generator and the discriminator, and such condition could be added based on the
label or some part of data [12]. The condition is feeding with input noise together,
and will combine into joint hidden representation. The adversarial training framework
allows for considerable flexibility in how this hidden representation is composed [13].
As a result, CGAN can generate images with specific attributes more conveniently.

2.2 Applications of CRNN

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) are
two widely used neural network structures. Convolutional neural networks are special
neural network architectures that are especially suitable for processing image data.
Besides their superior performance in image processing, they can also be used to
process other types of data, such as text, speech, audio, etc. Convolutional neural
network architectures are usually built with the following layers: convolution layer,
activation function layer, pooling layer, fully connected layer and loss layer [14].
Recurrent neural networks (RNN) are developed specifically for processing sequential
data with correlations among data samples. They have the nice capability of
processing sequential data, and can be designed to model both long and short term
data correlations. By combining the CNN and RNN, the CRNN not only utilizes the
representation power of CNN, but also employs the context modeling ability of RNN.
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The CNN layers can learn good middle-level features, and help the RNN layer to
learn effective spatial dependencies between image region features. Meanwhile, the
context information encoded by RNN can lead to better image representation, and
transmit more accurate supervisions to CNN layers during backpropagation (BP) [15].

In a single image, the distribution of features always relies on each other, and
CRNN can work very well in this task. Because CNN can extract the embedded
features and RNN can process their spatial dependency, CRNN has been used in
single-image distribution learning tasks [15]. Another task, i.e., learning spatial
dependency of the image, is more complicated. For example, if images are highly
occluded, the recover the original image including the occluded portion is very
difficult. Some researchers are still working in this area. But if the occluded images
are image series with some inherent context information, this problem can be
processed with the CRNN model. In the paper [16], the CRNN structure works very
well and gets good performance.

CRNN structure has also been applied to the text recognition problems, where
CNN can be used to recognize a single character while RNN can be used to extract
text dependency according to the context. Especially, if the edge feature of the text is
strong, then a Max-Feature-Map (MFM) layer can be added into the CRNN model to
enhance the contrast [17].

CRNN also shows pretty good performance in music classification tasks, where
CNN can be used to extract local feature and RNN can be used to extract temporal
summarization of the extracted features [18].

3 CRNN Model for Prediction of Future Appearances

This section focuses on developing our CRNN model to forecast the future
appearance of plants. The illustration of the convolutional recurrent neural network
model is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Outline of CRNN Model

As shown clearly in Fig. 1, our training data are pine tree image series with series
length 4, which includes images of a pine tree at 10, 15, 20 and 25 years old. Then we
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apply a CNN to process each image. The CNN mainly consists of four layers: two
convolution layers, one pooling layer and one flatten layer. After the CNN, there is
an RNN with LSTM structure, which mainly consists of two layers: an LSTM layer
and a Dense layer. The output will be a generated image series of length 4. This will
be compared with the label, which is a real image series with series length 4 as well.
The label is the images of this pine tree at ages 15, 20, 25 and 30 years. We focus on
analyzing the performance of predicting the pine tree at 30 years of age from this pine
tree’s images at 10, 15, 20 and 25 years of age. After training, this CRNN model can
be used to predict the future appearance of pine trees from their past appearances.

3.1 CRNN Forecasting Model

As shown in Fig. 1. Our input data is an image series xi,t with size T×H×W×D, which
i denotes the index number of images sequence and t donates the time step label in
time-series images sequence. H means the height of each image, W means the width
of each image and D means the dimensions of each image. Input data is sent into our
CNN portion and the output of CNN portion is a tensor ti ,z ,which equals to:

}){;( ,, xtiti f wxz  (1)
where xw denotes the weighting coefficients in our CNN portion. Two CNN layer
extracts the spatial feature in each image and adds one max-pooling layer and one
flatten layer. Our CNN model can learn spatial dependency in each image
individually. The CNN portion can map our input data ti ,x to tensor ti ,z , and ti ,z is
the input of the RNN portion.

In our RNN portion, the LSTM layer is the core structure to learn time dependence
in time series images sequence, and the LSTM layer maps the tensor ti ,z to a
representation series ti,h which equals to:

}){;,( ,1, ztitii,t f wzhh  (2)
where zw denotes the weighting coefficients in the LSTM layer. Then the output of
the LSTM layer iH is sent to a dense layer. Actually, the dense layer is a classifier to
classify the pixel value of every pixel, the value internal is [0,255], which means the
classification class is 256. The number of pixels is equal to our input time-series
images sequence which is T×H×W×D. The output of the dense layer equals to:

}){;(ˆ hii f wHy  (3)
In the last, a reshape layer is added to transfer our prediction value to generated
forecasting images. Our model can generate forecasting future images according to
the past time-series images of the same individual.

3.2 Data processing in CRNN Model

In order to understand our CRNN model better, it is helpful to describe the procedure
of data processing in detail, including the dimensions and values of important
parameters and tensors. The values of the CRNN parameters are also selected
carefully with many repeated experiments.
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From Fig. 1, we can see that the dimension of the input tensor is 4×32×16×3,
which means the input data is a series of color images with series length 4 and the size
of each image is 32 rows and 16 columns. Because the kernel size of the first
convolution layer is 3 × 3 and the number of filters is 64, the output of the first
convolution layer is a tensor of dimension 4×30×14×64.

The output of the first convolution layer becomes the input of the second
convolution layer. In the second convolution layer, the number of filters is 128 and
the kernel size is still 3×3. Therefore, the dimension of the output tensor of the second
convolution layer is 4×28×12×128. After the two convolution layers, a pooling layer
is applied, which reduces the dimension of the data tensor to 4×14×6×128 with a
stride (or decimation ratio) 2.

Then, a Flatten layer is used in order to connect the CNN with the RNN. As the
layer name suggests, the function of this layer is to flatten each 4×14×6×128 data
tensor into a two-dimensional data array with size 4×(14×6×128) = 4×10752. This
finishes the CNN portion of the CRNN model.

Note that the CNN portion processes each image individually. Next, we apply
RNN to learn the information embedded in the image series. The first layer of the
RNN portion is an LSTM layer. The LSTM layer has 4 time steps, which consists of 4
LSTM cells. We set the dimensions of both the LSTM states and outputs to be 384.
Therefore, the output of the LSTM layer is a data array with dimension 4×384.

To generate the predicted images, we use a Dense layer to generate output data
tensors with the same dimension as the targeting pine tree image series. Specifically,
the dimension is 4×1536. Note that 1536 equals to 32×16×3, the size of a color image.
We apply a reshape step at the end to obtain 4 predicted images with size 32×16×3.
This will be compared to the label image series for loss function calculation during
training.

4 Experiments

4.1 Data Collection

We apply the software tool L-studio to generate images of pine trees. L-studio is a
standard software that has been used widely in the botanical research community to
create plant simulation models [19]. With L-studio we can conveniently generate
various plant images with desired labels. The generated time-series images of a kind
of pine tree can be shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Time-series images of pine tree generated by L-Studio

We chose this kind of pine because there are many variable parameters to guarantee
the diversity of simulated images. As shown in Fig. 1. We choose years of pine to be
10, 15, 20, 25, and 30, which means to model pine that is 10 years old, 15 years old,
20 years old, 25 years old, and 30 years old, respectively. Each image of each pine
tree thus forms an image series. Each series consists of 5 images, which are images of
a pine tree at 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 years old.

Besides the parameter of the age of the tree, there are many other parameters that
can be adjusted in order to model different pine trees and to generate different images.
Some important parameters include the growth rate of tree’s height, the growth rate of
tree’s diameter, the shrinkage rate of tree’s growth, the slope of needle leaf of pine,
the angle between branch, the slope of branch, the shrinkage rate of tree ’ s height
growth, the shrinkage rate of tree’s diameter growth, the shrinkage rate of branch, the
shrinkage rate of second-level branch, the diameter of branch, the diameter of crown.
There are about fourteen parameters that can be used to generate different trees. Each
of these parameters is adjustable within a certain interval, such as [0, 1] or [0, 180]
degree. Therefore, L-studio is very powerful for generating pine tree images with
great differences in appearance. We can be confident our training data is fully diverse.

We use such simulated image series as training data to train our CRNN model. We
use the 3463 series (about nine-tenths of the total data) as training data and 384 series
(about one-tenth of the total data) as test data. Our CRNN is expected to predict the
fifth image, which means the image of the 30 years-old pine tree, based on the first
four images. This means we predict the future appearance images of the pine tree after
several years of growth. We will compare the real fifth image with the predicted
image to analyze the prediction performance.

4.2 Parameter Optimization

Several parameters in the CNN portion need to be set after test, such as the number of
filters, size of the kernel, stride value, padding method, dilation rate, activation
functions, etc. The difference in the activation function brings the biggest difference
in results. The learning curves of different activation functions is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Learning curves of different activation functions.

From the learning curves of these activation functions shown in Fig. 3, we can see
that tanh and relu has better performance than selu. The performances of tanh and
relu are almost similar. However, because of the instability issue we encountered with
the relu function, we adopt tanh as the activation function in the convolution layers of
our CRNN model. The rest parameter values used in CNN portion can be shown in
Table 1.

Table 1. Adopted parameters value in CNN portion.

Parameter Value
Number of Filters 61/128
Size of Kernel 3×3

Stride 1
Padding Method Valid Padding
Pooling Size (2,2)

A long short-term memory (LSTM) structure is used in the RNN portion of our model
to solve the vanishing gradient problem [20]. The cause of this problem is that
gradients used in learning the weighting parameters are obtained by multiplying the
error gradients of each time step. Because the time step of RNN may be big, if the
error gradients of each time step are mostly smaller than one, the overall
multiplication results will approach zero. On the other hand, if the error gradients are
mostly bigger than one, then the overall gradients may explode to infinity. And this
vanishing gradients will prevent the convergence of training. Although some other
structures such as Gate Recurrent Unit (GRU) can achieve similar performance in
many tasks with a simpler structure and lower computational complexity [21]. Our
task is an image series problem, LSTM can achieve better performance in image
processing are. As a result, one LSTM layer is added into the RNN portion.
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Fig. 4. Learning curves under different activation functions in LSTM.

Some other parameters also affect the difference of results, such as the number of
LSTM neurons, the initialize method of the recurrent kernel, dropout value,
implementation mode, activation function, etc. The main difference also comes from
the different choices of activation functions. In LSTM, there are two activation
functions, one for initializing the LSTM and the other for the recurrent steps in the
LSTM. Considering that the relu function may lead to too big outputs in RNN [22]
and tanh or hard sigmoid is an improvement over sigmoid, we try to choose the
initializing activation function from tanh and selu, and to choose the recurrent
activation function from tanh and hard-sigmoid. Therefore, we need to compare four
combinations in total. The result is shown in Fig. 4.

From Fig. 4, we can see that the selu activation function will saturate much earlier
than tanh, and the hard sigmoid has better performance in the recurrent step.
Therefore, we choose tanh as the initial activation function and hard sigmoid function
as the recurrent step activation function. The rest parameter used in RNN portion is
shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Adopted parameters values in RNN portion.

Parameter Value
Number of LSTM neurons 384
Initializer of recurrent kernel orthogonal recurrent kernel

Dropout value 0.3/0.3

implementation mode
Products of a large number

of small dots

During training, we need to choose appropriate loss function, optimizer, batch size
and number of epochs. Because the training data and predict results are all images,
mean squared error (MSE) can be a good choice of the loss function. The result of the
different optimizer is shown in Fig. 5. And the result of the different number of batch
size and epoch is shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5. Learning curves with different optimizers.

From Fig. 5, we can see that the loss of Nadam is not stable and not smooth. This
means that Nadam may lead to learning too fast and finally lead to over-fitting. In
contrast, the performance of Adam is stable and outstanding. Therefore, we use Adam
as the optimizer in our CRNN training.

Fig. 6. The learning curve with different batch sizes.

From the experiment results shown in Fig. 6, we can find that higher batch sizes will
lead to over-fitting earlier. However, when the batch size decreases to 8, the loss
suffers from a higher error floor compared with batch size 16. This might be due to
gradient vanishing. As a result, we set batch size as 16 and set the number of epochs
to 95 because this gives the lowest loss in Fig. 6. All parameter optimization work has
been displayed.

5 Result & Evaluation

The performance of our CRNN for pine tree image prediction is listed in Table 3. The
result is evaluated according to four criterions: Mean Squared Error (MSE), Mean
Average Error (MSE), Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and minimum validation loss. All
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results are calculated between the predicted image and real image. Some typical
examples of the real pine tree images (which are generated by L-studio) and predicted
pine tree images (which are the output of CRNN) are shown in Fig. 7. As can be seen,
our CRNN model can successfully predict the pine tree images.

Table 3. Performance of CRNN.

Criterion Value
MAE 8.57
MSE 377.35
SNR 322.55

Min Val-Loss 6.24e-04

From Fig. 7, we can see from the perspective of human eyes that the predicted image
is very close to the original real image. From Table. 3, all four criterion values are
very low, which means that our predictions are also successful from a data
perspective.

Fig. 7. Comparison between real pine tree images and predicted pine tree images.

6 Conclusion & Future Work

In this paper, we have developed a deep learning model that uses the convolutional
recurrent neural network (CRNN) for image prediction. Specifically, we train the
CRNN model with a pine tree image data set generated by L-studio and demonstrate
that this model can successfully predict the future appearance of pine trees according
to their past appearances. The predicted result of the developed CRNN is very good.
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There are some issues that can be addressed to further improve performance. First,
the data set is generated by the simulation software L-studio, which is still far away
from real pine tree photos. Although L-studio has many adjustable parameters for us
to generate many different images, it still cannot be fully compared with the diversity
of natural images. As future work, we should try to collect enough images of natural
pine trees or other objects and use them to test the prediction capability of the
proposed CRNN model.

Second, we will try to extend the model developed in this paper to more
application scenarios, such as medical image processing. Organs of the same disease
usually have a similar development process. If the disease process of the diseased
organ is regularly recorded as training data, we can train a suitable model to predict
the development of the disease in other patients, to prevent it with some advance
treatments. Of course, how to collect enough training data is still a core issue.
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